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PROGRAMME | PROGRAM

11:00 Welcoming: Programme Director / 
Verwelkoming: Programdirekteur

Prof Nico Koopman,VR: Social Impact, Transformation & Personnel / 
Viserektor: Sosiale Impak, Personeel en Transformasie

11:05 Overview / Oorsig Prof Wim de Villiers,  Rector & Vice-Chancellor / 
Rektor & Visekanselier

11:10 The switch to e-learning / 
Die oorgang na e-leer

Prof Arnold Schoonwinkel, Vice-Rector: Learning & Teaching / 
Viserektor: Leer en Onderrig

11:15 Student services / 
Studentedienste

Dr Ronel Retief, Registrar / 
Registrateur

11:20 SU’s research response / 
Navorsing teen COVID-19 ingespan

Prof Eugene Cloete, VR: Research, Innovation, Postgraduate Studies / 
VR: Navorsing, Innovasie en Nagraadse Studies

11:27 Internationalisation during COVID-19 / 
Internasionalisering tydens COVID-19

Prof Hester Klopper, DVC: Strategy and Internationalisation / 
VR: Strategie en Internasionalisering

11:32 Human resources, health & wellbeing / 
Menslike hulpbronne, gesondheid en welstand

Prof Nico Koopman

11:37 Questions & Answers / 
Vrae & Antwoorde

Prof Wim de Villiers facilitates / fasiliteer

11:55 Conclusion / Afsluiting Prof Wim de Villiers

ONLINE / AANLYN:  
https://rebrand.ly/SUStaffAssembly
QUESTIONS / VRAE:
ecomms@sun.ac.za and 
Q&A in MS Teams LIVE
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WELCOMING / VERWELKOMING
Prof Nico Koopman

February 2020 August 2020
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Morning colleagues, and welcome historic event – first ever VIRTUAL Staff Assembly. Due to COVID-19 restrictions, of course.The last time we met was in Feb, lockdown started in March, and here we are in the “new normal”. This meeting shows we are adapting.Dis ‘n uitdagende tyd, met hoogtepunte, soos ons aan die begin gesien het, maar ook swaarkry en pyn. I ask that we all observe a moment of silence in memory of all who have passed away the past few months. >>



IN MEMORIAM
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ons dink aan almal wat ons ontval het; �ons staan saam met almal wat geliefdes verloor het … May they rest in peace, and may their family, friends and colleagues find the strength to carry on …Thank you, colleagues. Dankie, kollegas.>>



PRACTICAL ARRANGEMENTS

• Live captions available, insluitende Afrikaanse vertaling (Settings       top right).

• Q&A session at the end.

o Questions submitted in advance to ecomms@sun.ac.za

o Questions posed during meeting in Q&A column on the right.
Look for        icon top right.

o Excess questions will be answered afterwards.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
At the start of this meeting, let’s quickly look at some practicalities …… starting with LANGUAGE: For practical reasons, the meeting will be conducted mostly in English. Maar daar is ’n ingeboude vertalingsfunksie in onderskrifte op hierdie platform. Kyk bo regs op jou skerm, klik op die ratjie vir <Settings>, en kies <Captions/Subtitles On> in jou videokontrole om onderskrifte aan te skakel. En dan, om die vertaling te sien, gaan weer na <Settings>, klik op <Captions/Subtitles>, en kies Afrikaans.To see live captions of everything being said in this meeting, go to the top right corner of your screen and click on the gear icon for <Settings>. To turn on live captions, select <Captions/Subtitles On> in your video controls.Now, let’s turn to QUESTIONS & ANSWERS, which will be handled at the end of the meeting. Everyone got the opportunity to submit their questions in advance by email to ecomms@sun.ac.za. And on this platform, it is also possible to pose questions during the meeting. Go to the top right corner of your screen. Click on the icon with the question mark. Our technical team will process your questions, which we will attend to at the end. Those we don’t get to in this meeting, we will seek answer for afterwards and get back to you.The Q&A column is also where meeting announcements will be made. Now, to the rest of the programme … >> 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Rector will startFollowed by other members of ManagementThen Q&A sessionAnd conclusionNow over to our Rector … who started his second term in April. Congratulations, Prof Wim! Now please give us an overview of “The impact of COVID-19 on SU” so that we can “take stock and look ahead” … >>



OVERVIEW / OORSIG
Prof Wim de Villiers
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The impact of COVID-19 on SU – taking stock and looking ahead
Die uitwerking van COVID-19 op die US – bestekopname en die pad vorentoe 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thanks, Prof Nico. Morning, everyone. Good to get together, even if only in cyber space and not on campus.I miss you folks! As you can see, still working from home, like most of us.Cabin fever sets in from time to time. Good to get out sometimes. But we must do what is necessary to stop spread of coronavirus. All of us will get back to campus eventually …



Campus during coronavirus lockdown
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Speaking of which, things have been rather quiet on campus lately …I guess the one good thing is that we are unlikely to get questions about parking today But in all seriousness now, when the crisis hit, we had to find ways of carrying on with our NB work as a research-intensive public university … in fact, it is a challenge facing the whole of our sector … >>



• Contact tuition suspended
• Two overriding priorities:

 Saving the academic year
 Ensuring institutional sustainability

COVID-19:  EFFECT ON HE IN SA
COVID-19:  Effect on HE in SA
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Along with rest of society, higher education has been severely disrupted by COVID-19Contact tuition suspended in MarchTwo overriding priorities:Saving the academic yearEnsuring institutional sustainabilityLet me expand on that >>



ICBC Chair: Prof Stan du Plessis, Chief Operating Officer 
• Workstream 1: Student services (Dr Ronel Retief)

• Workstream 2: Learning and teaching (Prof Arnold Schoonwinkel)

• Workstream 3: Staff (human resources, health and wellbeing) (Prof Nico Koopman)

• Workstream 4: Communications, social impact, external relations (Prof Hester Klopper)

• Workstream 5: Campus operations (Ms Nicolette van den Eijkel)

• Workstream 6: Finance and legal (Mr Manie Lombard)

• Workstream 7: Research (Prof Eugene Cloete)

• Medical Advisory Committee (Prof Eugene Cloete)

Institutional Committee for Business Continuity

A THRIVING STELLENBOSCH UNIVERSITY
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The first thing we did, was to set up a COVID-19 Contingency Committee … in February already.In March, expanded to an overarching Institutional Committee for Business Continuity (ICBC), led by our Chief Operating Officer (COO), Prof Stan du Plessis, who unfortunately could not join us in this meeting today because he’s attending another meeting. The ICBC has seven workstreams covering various aspects of the University, each led by a member or top management. Also Medical Advisory Committee.This arrangement has worked well, allowing us to act in unison as an institution. Faculties have been kept in the loop via meetings with deans, and there is also regular liaison with other structures I have really been impressed by how well things have been coordinated to not only keep SU going, but actually doing very well in many respects >>



COVID-19:  SU making a difference
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
So proud of how our University community is rallying in response to the coronavirus pandemic… from hundreds of Tygermaties volunteering to serve on the frontline – see ON SCREEN, in the collage of selfies at the top …… to very many multi-disciplinary coronavirus-related research projects and activities unfolding across various facultiesJust one example … ON SCREEN, pic at bottom: “Quintin” the robot deployed at Tygerberg Hospital, allowing specialists to do ward rounds remotely



Communication during the pandemic

• Dedicated COVID-19 webpage
• Regular mass mailers
• Social media
• Press releases
• Media interviews
• Expert lists
• Op-eds and columns
• Podcasts

A THRIVING STELLENBOSCH UNIVERSITY
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
A key factor during this crisis has been the need for effective, clear communication.Thanks to colleagues in Corporate Communication and Marketing for creating a dedicated COVID-19 page on our website.Also regular mass mailers to staff and students, and SMSs, voice notes, instant messages, social media ….Lots of external media work as well – press releases, interviews … In fact, according to media monitoring agency PEAR, SU has generated the highest number of news clips of SA universities so far this year.Also thought leadership through op-eds and an exciting new development, podcasts, TALKS@STELLENBOSCHUNI >>



Social Impact during COVID-19

PURPOSEFUL PARTNERSHIPS AND INCLUSIVE NETWORKS
16

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In many ways, the crisis has brought out the best in usOur Division of Social Impact (DSI) collaborated with various partners to support local initiatives, including the Municipality and provincial government departments.SU co-established Stellenbosch Unite, a collaborative movement that distributes food to vulnerable households.Our Campus Health Service assisted with telephonic screening, planning and protocols.MFM was used to distribute COVID-19 information to the communityThe Telematic Schools Project (TSP) continued with broadcasts to learners, and the SABC and e.tv also started airing some of our lessons.That’s purposeful partnerships and inclusive networks in action! >> 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We reached out to the SU community and the general public for supportDevelopment and Alumni Relations devised a fundraising campaign with five key areas (on screen) To all staff members who donated, thanks for helping your University make a difference >>



Qualifications awarded for 2019 academic year

NETWORKED AND COLLABORATIVE  TEACHING AND LEARNING

First-ever virtual conferral 
of qualifications (degrees, 
diplomas and certificates 
in all faculties) on 3 April

https://bit.ly/SUgradApr2020
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
A highlight in this period was that we managed to still award qualifications. Our graduation ceremonies could not take place during lockdown, but our first-ever virtual conferral of qualifications took place on 3 April – find the video on the Stellenbosch University channel on YouTubeAnother record haul of 9 120 qualifications were awarded in the 2019 academic year -- up 15,4% from 2015 when I started my first term. We are proud of the significant contribution to progress and development that we are making in this way – not only in our country, but also on the rest of our continent and globally.This speaks to who we are and what we do; it speaks to the Stellenbosch University brand >>

https://bit.ly/SUgradApr2020


Brand positioning and refreshed visual identity  

A THRIVING STELLENBOSCH UNIVERSITY

Comments and questions can be 
emailed to branding@sun.ac.za
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
As you know, we have been looking at our brand positioning for some time now, and we are in the process of refreshing our visual identityYou would have received communication about this the past while. We are proceeding with this important initiative, and over the next few months there will be opportunity to participate as we develop our new institutional logoA new brand positioning strategy and a new brand positioning narrative have already been approvedNow working on refreshed visual identity – that is a new institutional LOGO …�… which must be aligned with Vision 2040 and also grounded in our proposed visual redress policyThere has been a firm decision to migrate to a uniform visual identity, ending the proliferation of 170+ logo’s currently in useAlso clear that we will be sticking to maroon as our primary institutional colour, supported by gold as a secondary colour Retention of our current institutional slogan -- “saam vorentoe, forward together, masiye phambili”This is exactly what we have done during this crisis – we’ve gone forward together. Thank you for all your sacrifices and hard work colleagues … >>

mailto:branding@sun.ac.za


Thank you | Dankie | Enkosi
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
It has been tough, but we’ve made good progress despite the challenges.From the bottom of my heart, thank you very much. Proud to be part of Team Stellenbosch University!It has been a tremendous team effort. Everyone pulled their weight – from lecturers who had to repackage their courses, and students who suddenly had to get used to exclusively online class attendance and assessments, to experts who had to upgrade overloaded systems in record time, and managers who had to find a way to keep things going, come what may.My colleagues will expand on that, starting with Prof Arnold Schoonwinkel … >>



THE SWITCH TO E-LEARNING / OORSKAKELING NA E-LEER
Prof Arnold Schoonwinkel
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2020 …. the year L&T at SU was blasted into cyberspace 

1010 1110

0101 1101

1101 0011

0010 1101 

Prof Richard Stevens: 
Vice-Dean: Law Tanya Chiza: BEng student
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Presentation Notes
Odyssey 2020 into the Unkown• On 27 March the Covid19 Big-bang flung students off campusand staff out off offices and lecture halls• The academic project was on a mission to a foreign universe ofEmergency Remote L&T&A• Fortunately we built parts of this spacecraft before, with the SUCouncil’s investment in ICT for L&T since 2014.



Odyssey 2020 into the unknown

• The COVID-19 Big Bang

• Preparing staff for Emergency Remote 
Teaching, Learning and Assessment 
(ERTLA)

• Preparing students for ERTLA

Ground control 
to Major Tom, 
take your 
protein pills 
and put your 
helmet on...

David Bowie, 
Space Oddity, 
1972

Kholiwe Ganyani-Waniwa:
BAcc student
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Presentation Notes
Preparing Staff for ERTLA• During the extended April break, lecturers had to redesign their module guides and adapt their pedagogy for online L&T• Staff from the Div. LTE created many resources for online L&T and offered webinars almost every day – which were very well attended.• From Monday 20 April every home became a recording studio and control centre to launch lectures and manage problems. Private and work life blended.• There is much anxiety and strain amongst staff – we are building this spacecraft while we are flying an extremely stressful missionPreparing Students for ERTLA• SU’s collective aim is to leave no student behind: more than 1700 Loan Laptops were couriered to their homes all over SA and data bundles provided for access to leaning material• SU Online resources were created to help students with the discipline of studying remotely• Staff went the extra mile to give students, who had to remain in residences and students whose families face economic hardships due to COVID, extra support • Students are under tremendous stress too, but showed remarkable resilience and adaptability to online learning.• Admittedly, they are not getting the rich experience of being on SU campuses



• Semester 2 / 2020 …

• … and beyond, 
the future is here.

• SU shall safely land 
MISSION 2020 SpaceX 

Dragon 
splash 
downHubble Space Telescope image

Per aspera ad astra (‘through hardships to the stars’)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Semester 2 / 2020 and Beyond• Some 20% of our students back on SU campuses foressential practical and clinical work• For Sem2 most L&T has to remain online due toDHET physical distancing regulations• Fully online learning is not ideal – but SU has no otheroptions to save the academic year.• Everyone is offering the best quality they can – a lot ofappreciation has been received from parents andstudents!• Much experience has been gained and resources werecreated for Fully Online L&T&A.• This will enable SU to find an optimal balance betweenF2F & Online for Hybrid Learning in FutureTHANK YOU for the great Faculty-PASScollaboration we are experiencing– Together, we shall safely land MISSION2020 !



STUDENT SERVICES  
STUDENTEDIENSTE
Dr Ronel Retief
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Students returning to SU campuses for the second semester of 2020

Faculty Invites Sent Submissions Received % Diff
PG UG RES PSO Total PG UG RES PSO Total

AgriScience 593 529 164 958 1122 294 490 178 606 784 70%

Arts And Social Sciences 388 767 278 877 1155 193 516 206 503 709 61%

Economic & Management Sciences 2067 1393 648 2812 3460 675 971 460 1186 1646 48%

Education 13 128 16 125 141 17 109 11 115 126 89%

Engineering 296 567 257 606 863 222 456 220 458 678 79%

Law 59 23 21 61 82 15 19 17 17 34 41%

Medicine and Health Sciences 133 132 38 227 265 49 96 43 102 145 55%

Science 480 950 416 1014 1430 393 756 323 826 1149 80%

Theology 2 18 17 3 20 2 14 13 3 16 80%

Grand Total 4031 4507 1855 6683 8538 1860 3427 1444 3816 5260 62%
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Newcomer first-year applications and provisional offers

* % growth from 2020- to 2021-intake
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Scenario planning for 2021 (and beyond)

• Availability of matric results and impact on academic calendar 2021

• Admission requirements 2020/2021

• Support for differently prepared first years of 2021

• Admission 2022 (Grade 11s of 2020)
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SU’s RESEARCH RESPONSE 
NAVORSING TEEN COVID-19
Prof Eugene Cloete
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Research, Innovation and Postgraduate Studies

• COVID-19 response

• School for climate studies

• NSTF awards

• Centre of Excellence awards

• ARUA – capacity building award

• Postdoctoral fellows
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INTERNATIONALISATION / INTERNASIONALISERING
Prof Hester Klopper
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good day Colleagues, Molweni, Goeiedag – trust you are all keeping safe in this extra-ordinary and most challenging time - I will focus on some initiatives in Internationalisation during COVID-19With the restrictions during the lockdown period, especially the ban on international travel, our internationalisation efforts have indeed become more challenging to manage. Amid the pandemic we have continued with student mobility, our engagement with partner universities, and our programmes and conferences have gone virtual.



Internationalisation during COVID-19

• International semester students at SU

• Students from partner universities and 
outgoing international student mobility

• Engagement with partner universities

• Virtual internationalisation
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
With regards to international semester students at SUFrequent and clear communication updates were provided via email, the SUI website and SUNLearn and the communication sent to students were aligned with that sent to their home (partner) institutions. Students from partner universities who applied to attend SU in the second semester were unable to start with face-to-face classes at the beginning of the third term. A large group of students decided to defer their exchange to 2021, with a small group continuing with online courses, while others cancelled their exchange. The annual Winter School offered in June and July was cancelled, but a new Summer School running from December 2020 to January 2021 has been developed, should the pandemic allow this mobility opportunity.In terms of Outgoing International Student Mobility SU students abroad also received frequent and clear communication. In addition to updates, online group check-in sessions were scheduled. To support students, the Global Education Centre at SU International liaised with various external stakeholders, including the DIRCO, DHET, IEASA, partner institutions, and private service providers. The general approach was to highlight the importance of the information provided by the host institution, the South African government and SU, while encouraging students to make informed decisions based on the information at hand.The 3rd issue I want to highlight is engagement with Partner Universities In May, I sent out a communique to SU’s international partner universities to VC’s and DVCs. The purpose was to communicate SU’s contribution to and activities during the COVID-19 pandemic and the measures SU has taken to ensure the safety and support of international students. 



African Doctoral Academy goes virtual

A virtual African Doctoral Academy Winter School was held during 
July 2020. It was the ADA’s first venture into the world of online 
teaching, and it was well received by the 100+ delegates. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The last aspect I want to address, is Virtual InternationalisationSince the outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic, various internationalisation efforts had had to continue online. Let me share some of the initiatives: Risk Reduction: The Centre for Collaboration in Africa (CCA) has during this time been involved in co-hosting webinars with international partners engaged in dialogue related to Disaster Risk Reduction and Water Sciences in various countries. Webinar Participation: The Centre for Partnership and Internationalisation Support, along with the Research Contracts Department, did a virtual presentation, “The Challenges to Internationalisation Administration and Research Cooperation”, as part of the Hamburg Virtual Networking Meeting, African Doctoral Academy (ADA) Summer School: had to cancel the ADA Autumn School in March and transformed the ADA Winter School and pilot a Virtual Research Learning opportunity with five different courses in July 2020 with 100+ participants. This will now continue in conjunction with the universities of Lagos, Rwanda and Strathmore, CCA and STIAS to convert the planned Joint Research Schools in the Emerging Scholar’s Initiative into three virtual research learning schools in the second half of 2020.



Online conferences and webinars

The Centre for Partnerships and Internationalisation Support (CP&IS) at SU International 
supported the Association of Commonwealth Universities Peace and Reconciliation Network, 
represented at SU by Prof Pumla Goboda-Madikizela, to co-host the joint SU-ACU virtual 
conference, “Art in Peace and Reconciliation:  A Transnational Perspective”, from 9 to 12 June 2020.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Virtual Conference: The CP&IS supported the Association of Commonwealth Universities (ACU) Peace and Reconciliation Network, represented at SU by Prof Pumla Goboda-Madikizela, to co-host the joint SU-ACU virtual conference, “Art in Peace and Reconciliation: A Transnational Perspective” , from 9 to 12 June 2020. Virtual Support Structures: include supporting current international students at SU and SU students abroad through the available university online platforms; second, the various courses that are specifically developed for international students; third, preparing for the online intake of incoming students in the second semester and the different scenarios thereof; and fourth, using the time to revisit SU International’s processes and support offering to see what can be improved, specifically within the context of online teaching.  In conclusion, I want to acknowledge that while we have done much to continue our internationalisation efforts, under the current circumstances there are challenges and frustrations. But we are constantly working at find ways to ensure engagements with our many partner universities abroad continue in the safest way possible – and this asks creativity and innovation – and together we will step up to the challenge.



HUMAN RESOURCES, HEALTH AND WELLBEING
MENSLIKE HULPBRONNE, GESONDHEID EN WELSTAND
Prof Nico Koopman
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COVID time is a time of intensification

• … of risk to lose life and livelihood 
• … of uncertainty & insecurity, unpredictability & disorientation
• … of threat to sense of purpose and meaning
• … of social isolation and alienation
• … of societal concerns

36



COVID time is a time of innovation

• Guided by SU values – (ECARE); emphasis on Compassion

• Upgraded health and wellbeing measures (Campus Health 
Service; Employee Assistance Programme; counselling, 
mentoring, coaching services; webinars; informal support 
groups; staffnet on SU website)

• More flexible and contextual HR measures (performance 
management; expectations regarding different categories of 
staff; leave; meeting management; e-mail practices)

• Continue innovatively with “normal” tasks through COVID lens

EMPLOYER OF CHOICE
37



Amidst unimaginable vulnerability, forward together
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QUESTIONS & ANSWERS / VRAE & ANTWOORDE
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CONCLUSION / AFSLUITING
Prof Wim de Villiers
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thank you very much for your positive attitude during this crisis, despite immense pressure and uncertainty. We have achieved a lot in a short space of time, and have also learnt a lot together – excellent preparation for the challenges that still lie ahead.As I have said before, we are clearly running a marathon, not a sprint. We must build our stamina, as we still have a long way to go. In this type of race, it is a question of mind over matter. Persisting and persevering in tough times takes a lot – both physically and mentally. But if we continue working as a team, I have no doubt that we shall overcome. Let’s take good care of ourselves and one another.Until we meet again. I am now closing the meeting, but do stay on for a heart-warming virtual performance by our world-champion SU Choir >>>



COVID-19:  EFFECT ON HE IN SA-
MATIE PRIDE / TROTS

41

216 000 views to date …

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Stellenbosch University Choir still holds the top position in the Interkultur ranking for amateur choirs. The lockdown resulted in the cancellation of their international tour planned for July (they would have defended their title at the World Choir Games in Belgium, now postponed until next year). But even apart, they remain in harmony. They made headlines with a beautiful virtual performance recently. �Find it on YouTube. >>



Thank you | Dankie | Enkosi
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